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By improving core gameplay elements, such as dribbling, running, taking on opponents, passes and
shots, you can now keep the ball under control and move it where you want it to go. In Ultimate
Team, use your data to build an unstoppable squad of stars, legends and superstars in EA SPORTS
FIFA Ultimate Team. The FIFA 22 gameplay has not only been optimized for great gameplay, but the
overall Visual Quality settings have also been tuned to deliver a great in-game experience and
terrific match experience. FIFA 22 is powered by the Ignite Engine 4, featuring a next-generation
physics system, Enhanced Player Movements, Player Trajectory, Goalkeeper Trajectory and Collision
Physics, two new player animations (“Jump” and “Quickturn”), and Climactic Player Animations. This
work “breathes new life” into gameplay on pitch, bringing a new level of realism and immersion to
FIFA 22. For FIFA Ultimate Team, the dynamic environment creates realistic conditions that drive
team strategy, momentum, and strategy. “In FIFA Ultimate Team, a player’s real life training habits
are captured and then used to make every game feel authentic and realistic.” said David Rutter,
Creative Director, FIFA Ultimate Team. “With our new MyClub Experience, we wanted to add a whole
new layer of strategy and depth to the experience. We are proud to bring this experience to Ultimate
Team on FIFA 22, and the players who have invested time in their game from FIFA 17 will find even
more success and depth in Ultimate Team on FIFA 22.” Added Dan Brown, Creative Director of FIFA
Ultimate Team: “Our goal with Ultimate Team is to provide the best experience for fans that play
Ultimate Team and to introduce new audiences to Ultimate Team. We are excited to work with our
passionate fans as we continue to bring new strategic depth and authenticity to Ultimate Team.”
FIFA 22 Official Gameplay Trailer: FIFA 22 Live Concept Trailer: Gameplay Videos: FIFA 22 offers the
most realistic-looking game, enhanced gameplay and new innovations, as well as strategic depth
and deep integration of Ultimate Team. Most of the iconic environments, stadiums, and players, and
new functionalities have also been optimized for both gameplay and visual quality settings, and can
be found by changing the visual quality of FIFA 22 from

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Unbelievable Fight and Skill Moments – Each match is a ballet of fast-paced action with
persistent skill-based challenges designed to ensure every match-up feels like a beautiful
work of art.
Stunning Visuals – FIFA 22 features a number of new surface styles, unique stadiums and an
unprecedented attention to detail. More than 3,000 players, coaches, kits and more come to
life in advanced facial animation and the detailed crowd behaviour that EA SPORTS Active
users have come to expect.
Pro-Style Controls – Precision passing, quick sprints and swift one-twos. No more dive-
bombing to collect the ball. FIFA 22 brings back a responsive, balanced and fun style of
football that fans have demanded and demanded.
Player Vision and Awareness – FIFA 22 lets you experience the real sense of awareness a
football player feels in the moment. You are just as alive in the Champions League as in a
local derby.
Movement and Natural Player Behaviour – Using the rich details of real players, FIFA 22
matches player movement to feel both authentic and right for the player’s position. Teaming
up with physically-based animations, physics, and realistic collision, player behaviours like
stepping, tackling, heading and jumping have all been refined to create a more realistic and
enjoyable game experience.
Epic Sandbox Travels – Everything you see on the pitch comes to life as you visit memorable
and exotic locations in FIFA 22. From the vast beaches of Brazil to the bustling streets of
Argentina, the world of FIFA 22 is more detailed and deeper than ever before.
Create Your Path to Glory – A new MyClub mode lets you create your own community,
customise your team and play your way. Build your stadium from the ground up and face-off
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in 10 new leagues with kits and items like no other FIFA has ever seen. Make your club’s
squad of superstars with robust transfer and auction systems, and compete as an iconic
global brand.
Unrivaled New Career Mode – Create your own club, set your own path, and compete in
MyClub and online tournaments as one of the world’s biggest football brands. FIFA players
will be able to compete in a complete career, with more ways to progress, achieve and win
than ever before, including tournaments, fame, awards and more.
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